Study Abroad in Summer 2016

Borderlands and Battlegrounds

July 11 — Aug 5

Four weeks on the English-Scottish border with excursions to castles, runied monasteries, and museums in Northumberland and Yorkshire

3–9–4: 3 courses and 9 credits in 4 weeks!
This includes your Goal 8 and 2 HASS courses, in addition to invaluable international travel experience.

Borderlands and Battlegrounds is a Michigan Tech faculty-led study abroad program hosted at the University of Cumbria. The students and staff will explore Cumbria and Northern England and Southern Scotland through a mix of course options, including European History since 1650 (SS2502), a new course on Cultural Borderlands (SS3952), and International Experience (SS3960). Other course options may be available, too.

For more information, contact Prof. Steven Walton
224 AOB (rear wing), sawalton@mtu.edu, or 487-3272